Report Description

TITLE: Capacity Auction: Post-Auction Report

CONFIDENTIALITY: Public

PURPOSE: In support of the Capacity Auction, the Post-Auction Report provides the following information for each obligation period and zone:

- The capacity auction clearing price;
- The amount of capacity acquired by obligation type, and taking into account buyouts and transfers;
- The successful capacity auction participants that received a capacity obligation and their respective total capacity obligations;
- The capacity auction participants’ enrolled capacity and their respective surplus enrolled capacity. Surplus capacity is the difference between the enrolled capacity and the capacity obligation.

FREQUENCY: After every Capacity Auction and when triggered by the completion of a buy-out or capacity obligation transfer request.

OTHER NOTES: In the Enrolled Capacity table, a zero ("0") in the columns for total enrolled capacity (physical and virtual) reflects an input of 0 MW made by the participant during the enrollment process. This is the result of an Online IESO requirement that a value be entered for both summer and winter obligation periods when enrolling a physical or virtual resource, as applicable, including in the event of a zonal constraint.

A dash ("-"), means that no data was required to be entered into Online IESO during enrollment because the corresponding resource type indicated in that column (physical or virtual) was not being enrolled.